
AXIA is a privately-owned investment banking Group with offices in Nicosia, Athens, Lisbon,
Milan, New York and London and is regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange
Commission. We provide financial advisory and capital market-related services to corporate
and institutional clients and our entrepreneurial ethos and close industry ties set us apart
from other advisors in the region.

AXIA is currently seeking an Intern for the Investment Banking Division of its Lisbon office.
This is a unique opportunity for motivated graduates to be exposed to the financial services
sector. Applicants should possess a positive attitude and be enthusiastic, diligent, pro-active
and assertive team players. The successful applicants will be exposed to many different areas
of AXIA’s business that will simultaneously challenge and broaden their current skills and
help develop the necessary capabilities to launch a career in the financial services arena.

Role objectives:
 Conduct analysis of relevant companies
 Conduct market research
 Build and maintain financial models
 Produce presentations and other relevant documentation

Skills and Qualifications:
 Strong academic record with concentration in finance or other related 

field
 Fluent written and spoken English is essential
 Proven analytical, interpersonal, writing, communication and 

presentation skills
 Proficiency in MS office

AXIA is an equal opportunities employer
www.axiavg.com

LOCATION: Lisbon, Portugal
INTERNSHIP: 3 months, non-pay

Applications may be submitted 
online at www.axiavg.com/careers

All applications will be treated 
in strict confidence

All applicants must quote 
INTERN IBD/PT

Our next
Investment Banking Intern
could be you!

This advertisement is not a binding offer and the company reserves the right to proceed with any applicant it chooses or not to proceed at all. 
AXIA is regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (license number 086/7).
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Switchboard:
T: +351 219 364 440
F: +351 219 364 449
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